A word (or two) from the designer of TPS!
What is TPSG’s The PerfectShot coupled with ThePerfectShootingSystem?
As the designer of ThePerfectShot (TPS) device, I take a liberty to explain this tool. I started to
design with “divine intervention”! I really believe that! Throughout the process and after a
considerable number of changes, over twenty, I came to realize what The Good Lord was trying to
make me understand was His premise, and His idea, not mine. I hope I listened well because you
can now use the result!
The real meaning behind the PERFECT name is: “providing the perfect opportunity (shot) to
improve one’s self”! IF a player really wants to improve, only hard work, time, and yes, plenty of
sweat, blood, and tears will improve that player. This total process of device and The Perfect
Shooting System developed by Derrick Rowland, becomes “THE GAME CHANGER” toolbox in
your need for greatness! It’s personal confidence built with time. It also allows coaches to correctly
teach all the nuances of
The Art of Shooting:
No “hands on”. Easy to use with NO binding! The shooter “knows” exactly what is felt!
Perfects the ability to shoot high percentage shots - EVERY time a shot is taken!
Uses “muscle memory” you establish correctly by using our PS and PSSystem!
TPSS outlines a “30 minute workout” -use it daily!
Ever heard or watched a 100% shooter? No? Neither have we!
IS there such a thing as perfect? Well, put YOUR best efforts forward and become the first!
Simply put, The PerfectShot and The Perfect Shooting System are man-made detail-connectors
between mind and muscle. They keeps the shooter in rhythm from approach to final release of the
ball. One college coach stated: “ThePerfectShot made me feel gathered!” What was missing was
the finite puzzle piece - “when” -to release the ball. It‘s that “feeling” we cannot verbalize, teach,
instruct, or demand. That “when” to release is found with The PerfectShot’s help, and can be
repeated continuously by use of The Perfect Shooting System! To that end, the “feeling”
becomes your players’ perfection. No coach can get inside a players brain and control their
nervous system. Before you coaches get all worked up about what I just said, you DO realize most
importantly is shooting “my shot” becomes absolutely paramount to each players’ psych! Their
muscle and brain connections define and allow perfecting that feeling of “MY” shot.
Final note:
Players! Embrace “the feel”! Become prideful in your accomplishments. No one learns anything
worth knowing without HARD work and a guide. The Perfect Shooting System is that teaching
guide which allows to statistically track progress in practice. By following this proven practice plan;
we will make a shooter out of YOU!
Mike Hyde

